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information and provide clinicians with more meaningful and

actionable information, less artifact, and fewer false alarms.

Machine learning algorithms, for example, have been used

with success to distinguish real events from artifact in online

multisignal vital sign monitoring data streams.12 They may

also better predict clinical deterioration than current Early

Warning Score systems.9
Conclusions

Avoidable deaths on hospital wards remain all too common.

Many should be prevented by continuous vital sign moni-

toring. Wireless and wearable sensors can help as patients

poorly tolerate tethered monitors.13 Although many technical

solutions already exist to monitor vital signs wirelessly, vali-

dation studies remain scarce. Major trials are needed to

determine whether wireless and wearable sensors accurately

monitor vital signs, avoid excessive false alarms, detect clin-

ical deterioration sufficiently early to allow effective inter-

vention, and reduce serious adverse outcomes.
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Knowledge on lung physiology and lung injury mechanisms

related to positive pressure ventilation has evolved from
animal models advancing the concepts of volutrauma, baro-

trauma, atelectrauma, and biotrauma1,2 to applications in
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mechanically ventilated patients in the ICU and, more

recently, in the operating room to reduce pulmonary compli-

cations.3 A defining point in the field was the demonstration

that, in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS), protecting the lungs by using lower tidal volumes VT

(i.e. VT scaled to lung size as 6 ml kg�1 of predicted body

weight) had a substantial impact on patient outcomes in the

ICU.4 The benefit was presumably derived from limitation of

lung stretch, and the practice of lower VT has been adopted in

ICUs and operating rooms,5 although still not universally

implemented.6 The use of lower plateau pressures and higher

PEEP was an additional principle that accompanied lower VT

composing the so-called protective ventilatory strategies. Yet,

knowledge of the interplay between these variables is still

incomplete, and a large registry-based study suggested that

lower VT combined with insufficient PEEP may worsen

outcomes.7

Attempts to understand how injurious conditions during

mechanical ventilation produce lung injury led investigators

to apply engineering concepts. Volumetric strain, the change

in lung volume divided by the initial reference volume, is one

of those concepts.8 Such a concept is expected to be relevant

clinically, as, even if the total lung size were similar for

different patients, the presence of atelectasis in some pa-

tients results in only a fraction of the lung receiving the total

VT, likely producing a more injurious condition than when VT

is distributed to the whole lung. For instance, it is intuitive

that VT¼500 ml would be more injurious in a patient with a

very small functional residual capacity (FRC) of 500 ml as in

ARDS (volumetric strain¼500/500¼100%) than in a patient

with a normal FRC of 2000 ml (volumetric strain¼500/

2000¼25%).

Lung strain is composed of both a static and a dynamic

component. The FRC can be understood as the resting lung

volume in the absence of any additional external interventions

(i.e. at PEEP of 0 cmH2O). Considering the initial lung volume to

calculate strain as FRC, static lung strain derives from the

presence of an end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) different

from FRC as a result of the additional lung volume resulting

from the application of PEEP.9,10 The dynamic component,

dynamic lung strain, is a consequence of tidal ventilation. Not

only large whole-lung dynamic strains are associated with

lung injury, but also regional dynamic strains are related to

local inflammation.11 Minimisation of dynamic lung strain is,

consequently, a result of the implementation of lower VT

strategies, and consistent with preclinical data relating lung

inflammation and injury with dynamic volumetric strain,

either combined with lung blood volume12 or in isolation.11

A recent advance in the field is evidence that VT normalised

to respiratory system compliance (VT/CRS) represents the

ventilation variable that best stratifies for survival in ARDS

patients.13 The ratio VT/CRS defines the driving pressure (DP),
which can be estimated from the difference between plateau

pressure and PEEP in the absence of respiratory effort, as in

fully paralysed patients. In ARDS patients, changes in VT and

PEEP were not by themselves predictive of survival, except

when they resulted in DP changes.13 Such results appear to

challenge initial findings on the role of reduced VT to improve

survival. A registry-based study on a large population of sur-

gical patients undergoing general anaesthesia with mechani-

cal ventilation also proposed driving pressure as an important

correlate for major postoperative pulmonary complications,14

which are still prevalent in the protective ventilation era.15

The predictive value of driving pressure for major
postoperative pulmonary complications was also superior to

VT by itself.14 The relevance of driving pressure as a predictor

of postoperative pulmonary complications was further

emphasised in a meta-analysis of randomised clinical trial

data of studies on intraoperative mechanical ventilation.16 In

all these studies, the reason why VT/CRS would be such a

relevant variable was its interpretation as a measure of whole

lung strain easily obtainedwith clinical measurements. This is

based on the presumption that CRS is a measure of aerated

lung volume.13,14,17 Whilst regional strain can occur even in

the presence of acceptable global strain,10 and values of

regional lung strain below global thresholds are still associated

with regional lung inflammation,12 global estimates are

certainly a valuable measure compared with the assessment

of VT by itself or normalised to lung size.13,14

In the current issue of the British Journal of Anaesthesia,

Grieco and colleagues18 present a clinical physiology study in

non-obese ASA physical status 1 and 2 patients undergoing

lower or upper abdominal surgery ‘to determine whether CRS

and DP reflect lung aerated volume and dynamic strain during

general anaesthesia’. Patients (n¼20) received PEEP of 2, 7, or

12 cm H2O randomly for 40 min during abdominal surgery,

with CRS, driving pressure, and estimates of EELV evaluated

using a modified nitrogen wash-out and wash-in technique.

From this and estimates of FRC based on demographjc data,

the authors derived static and dynamic strains. Conse-

quently, the authors tested some of the previous results and

assumptions used in the interpretation of those large

outcome studies.

Direct measurements of advanced respiratory variables

during intraoperative conditions are relatively limited, and

report of such data is consequently welcome. Grieco and col-

leagues18 report that aerated EELV was less than the predicted

awake spontaneously breathing supine FRC in 65% of patients

at PEEP of 2 cm H2O and in 45% of patients at PEEP of 5 cm H2O.

Thus, the recent recommendation for PEEP of �2 cm H2O

during open abdominal surgery in non-obese surgical pa-

tients19,20 would be expected to produce lung de-recruitment

in a significant proportion of patients. This could contribute

to the observed increase in 30-day postoperative mortality in

patients ventilated with low VT and low PEEP.7

It is also remarkable that a median lung recruitment of 445

ml was obtained at PEEP of 7 cm H2O compared with PEEP of 2

cm H2O. This is comparable with the 15e20% reduction in FRC

after the induction of general anaesthesia,21 suggesting that,

in this small group of patients, PEEP of 7 cm H2O allowed the

recovery of a substantial amount of lung volume usually lost

during the induction of anaesthesia. Lung recruitment was

much smaller (107 ml) between PEEP of 7 and 12 cm H2O. Such

findings match well with CT imaging studies reporting

reduced EELV after the induction of general anaesthesia with

mechanical ventilation, with 16e20% of lung tissue showing

no or poor aeration.22 CT imaging studies have also shown that

airway pressures may need to be above 40 cm H2O for at least

7e8 s to recruit previously collapsed lung areas in at-risk pa-

tients.23,24 Thus, the observation of lung recruitment at PEEP of

7 cm H2O in the absence of a specific recruitment manoeuvre

suggests a sizeable number of alveolar units with low opening

pressures in normal adult lungs. An additional interesting

observation was the constant cardiac output for PEEP of 2e12

cm H2O suggesting limited haemodynamic impact of these

PEEP values in this group of patients.

Grieco and colleagues attempted to achieve their aim by

studying correlations between CRS and aerated EELV, and
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between DP and dynamic strains overall and at each PEEP

level.18 A major point is the importance of the FRC predicted

from demographic data. Better correlations were found for

measured aerated lung volumes below predicted FRC than

above it, but it is not clear if themultiple correlationswere part

of the original analysis plan or an observation achieved a

posteriori. Elucidation of the dependence of these correlations

on predicted FRC would appear of great relevance to under-

standing and potentially limiting the use of the presumptions

of the correlations in the cited outcome studies.13,14,16 Indeed,

the fractional contributions of individual lung regions at

different levels of EELV would influence the correlation. This

information could also be valuable in the search for the ideal

management of PEEP.20,25,26 The dependence of the results on

FRC appears to conflict with findings in ARDS patients that DP
reductions were significantly associated with better survival

irrespective of baseline elastance (the inverse of compliance)

of the respiratory system,13 suggesting an effect throughout all

ranges of lung expansion, not only that indicated by Grieco

and colleagues.18 Previous imaging studies also reported sig-

nificant correlations between compliance and aerated lung

volume in patients with acute respiratory failure at a wide

range of pressures, with correlation values similar or better

than those presented by Grieco and colleagues18 in their ‘best’

conditions (i.e. at aerated lung volumes less than the predicted

FRC).17 Whether such apparent conflicting results are attrib-

utable to physiological differences between surgical patients

with initially normal lungs and ARDS patients or to other is-

sues will require further clarification. An additional important

limitation of these findings is that the applicability of the re-

sults would require knowledge of the patient’s aerated EELV

and FRC, but such knowledge would be unusual, and assumed

expected values would be required to apply the reported

results.

The authors acknowledge other limitations to their study.

The absence of measurements of trans-pulmonary pressure,

the pressure effectively distending the lungs and likely

responsible for lung injury,27 limits insight into the effect of

the utilised PEEP and meaning of the resulting EELV. Avail-

ability of regional assessments of lung expansion as obtain-

able with different imaging techniques would be helpful to

understand better how the global changes produced on EELV

by PEEP effectively redistribute lung expansion, and thus,

strain.12

The goal of Grieco and colleagues18 to identify and under-

stand if and which measures of global lung mechanics reflect

more complex physiological variables during mechanical

ventilation is certainly relevant. The correlations reported by

these authors agree with previous studies and current as-

sumptions related to the interpretation of driving pressures as

ameasure of whole-lung global strain and of CRS as an indirect

measure of aerated lung volume. The results also raise con-

cerns that the validity of those assumptions has limits. Future

investigations with physiology-based hypotheses will be

required to advance the understanding of such issues, and to

allow the development of tools that are meaningful and

available to the clinician adjusting ventilatory settings. The

search for such bedside tools to identify the optimal intra-

operative PEEP management continues.28,29
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